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key, the initialization string and how they all work together
[2].
The main objective of presented work is evaluating the
suitability of 6 symmetric popular algorithms. The
implementation of algorithms is developed in the software
application. It compares performance and resource
requirements of encryption of communication and study of
different secret key cryptographic algorithms.
The application is designed in C # for use cryptographic
secure transmission of data using algorithms DES, TripleDES128, TripleDES-192, AES-128, AES-192 and AES-256. It
offers the user access to password information transmitted. To
ensure trouble-free operation is carried out testing of the
application and its components. As resources and time
required for encryption algorithms groups of files with
different length are used.
It needs to define the experimental topics on which it can
evaluate and compare encryption schemes. The essential
performance
parameters
are:
average
time
for
encrypting/decrypting, length of source file encrypting, size of
secret key and resources used during file encryption [6, 8].
The developed application allows comparative analysis of
various algorithms for communication encryption on various
parameters. The analysis is depicted with a large number of
figures, summarized data and tables.

Abstract—An application for research of algorithms for
cryptographic secure data transmission by using the algorithms DES,
TripleDES-128, TripleDES-192, AES-128, AES-192 и AES-256 is
developed in C#. It offers to the user access to the transmitted data
via password. Testing of the application is carried out to ensure
trouble-free operation. The used resources and time required for
encryption of groups of files with different length are studied. A
comparative analysis of the algorithms is done and corresponding
conclusions are made.
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I. INTRODUCTION

W

ITH the fast growth of universal electronic connectivity,
people from around the world have a wide access to the
information available from different sources. The need for
confidential and security information increases. The data and
resources must be protected from disclosure and security
computer communication systems must be protected from
network based attacks.
From ancient times different cryptography algorithms and
methods have been employed to encrypt and hide valuable
information from eavesdroppers [1]. The algorithms in
cryptography are categorized into two classes: Symmetric and
Asymmetric algorithms. In symmetric encryption both the
sender and receiver share the same secret key [4]. The
presented study compares symmetric algorithms. The security
level of an encryption algorithm is measured by the size of key
space [5]. Large key size means greater security but may
decreases encryption or decryption speed. The larger the key
space the more possible keys can be constructed. The strength
of encryption schemes relies on the key secrecy, length of the

II. DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE APPLICATION FOR
RESEARCH OF ALGORITHMS FOR COMMUNICATION
ENCRYPTION
A. Review stage
The application for research of algorithms for cryptographic
secure data transmission is developed using C# and .Net
Framework version 4.5. The application is composed of two
programs – server (Fig. 3) and client (Fig. 5). Their UML
diagrams are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
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192-bit key). After starting the server expects to receive files
with encrypted data, decrypts and stores them in a folder on
the disk. The file names, their length and the time for
decryption are written in the server’s log. Methods of the
Microsoft .NET System.Security.Cryptography library are
used for decryption.
Upon receipt of a connection request from the client, the
server starts a thread in which the receiving and decryption of
data is done. After completion of the exchange of data, or after
a period of idle time (15 seconds), the connection with the
client is closed.
The client requires to be entered a passphrase and "salt" or
to be used the built-in (for quick test). The method of
encryption has to be the same as the one selected in the server.

Fig. 1 server UML diagram

B. Encrypted TCP server

Fig. 2 client UML diagram

After starting the server passphrase and "salt" are set. They
have to be strings with a length of at least 8 characters. A
cryptographic salt is random data that is used as an additional
input to a one-way function that hashes a password or
passphrase. The primary function of salts is to defend against
dictionary attacks versus a list of password hashes and against
pre-computed rainbow table attacks. A new salt is randomly
generated for each password. In a typical setting, the salt and
the password are concatenated and processed with a
cryptographic hash function, and the resulting output (but not
the original password) is stored with the salt in a database.
Hashing allows for later authentication while protecting the
plaintext password in the event that the authentication data
store is compromised. Cryptographic salts are broadly used in
many modern computer systems, from Unix system credentials
to Internet security.
From a security perspective, it is desirable for “salt” to
contain uppercase and lowercase letters, numbers and symbols.
There are built-in passphrase and “salt” that can be used for
quick test of the application.
On the basis of the passphrase and the "salt" are derived a
key and an initialization vector to be used for decryption of the
received data. For this purpose, the class Rfc2898DeriveBytes
of System.Security.Cryptography library is used, which
implements PBKDF2 [6], by using SHA-1 [11] based
generator.
There is a possibility of using algorithms AES (128-bit,
192-bit and 256-bit key), DES and Triple DES (128-bit and
ISSN: 2074-1294

Fig. 3 server’s main window

Fig. 4 dialog box for entering passphrase and “salt”

C. Encrypted TCP client
Pressing the button "Send file" opens a dialog box that
allows you to choose one or several files. For each of the
selected files a separate thread is started that connects to the
server. Then the client sends to the server a block of 256
randomly generated bytes encrypted with the selected
encryption algorithm and starts the encryption and
transmission of the file. The purpose of the block of 256
randomly generated bytes is to increase security. Thus, even if
the same file is transmitted repeatedly, every time the
encrypted data will look different. After the transfer of all files,
the screen displays a graph showing the time to encrypt each
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file and the average time for encryption.

Fig. 5 client’s main window
Fig. 8 AES – 192 Encryption time (average 0,089 ms)

III. RESEARCH OF ALGORITHMS FOR COMMUNICATION
ENCRYPTION
To compare the algorithms groups of files with four
different lengths (10,000 bytes; 100,000 bytes; 1,000,000
bytes and 10,000,000 bytes) is done. The tests were performed
with minimal use of computer resources from other processes.

Fig. 6 test files with fixed size: 10K, 100K, 1M, 10M

Fig. 9 AES – 256 Encryption time (average 0,0838 ms)

The encryption is done by using each of the selected
algorithms. Some of the obtained results are shown in the
figures below.

On Fig. 10 – Fig. 12 are shown the obtained results of
encrypting the same files using DES, Triple DES -128 and
Triple DES – 192. It makes an impression that the encryption
speed is considerably slower than the speed of AES (about 9
times).

A. Encryption time testing
The encryption time of 10 files with length 10,000 bytes
using AES-128, AES-192 and AES-256 algorithms is shown
on the following figures. The considered algorithms have
similar average encryption time. The difference is about 0.02
ms.

Fig. 10 DES Encryption time (average 0,6822 ms)

Fig. 7 AES – 128 Encryption time (average 0,11102 ms)

Fig. 11 TripleDES - 128 Encryption time (average 0,72504 ms)
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Fig. 12. TripleDES - 192 Encryption time (average 0,7161 ms)
Fig. 15 average time for encrypting files with length 1,000,000 bytes

A comparison of the encryption time of files of the same
length using different algorithms (Fig. 13 – Fig. 16) and a
comparison of the average time to encrypt files of different
length in each of the algorithms (Fig. 17 – Fig. 22) is made.
The obtained results are shown in the following figures:

Fig. 16 average time for encrypting files with length 10,000,000 bytes

Fig. 13 average time for encrypting files with length 10,000 bytes

Fig. 17 DES Encryption time

Fig. 14 average time for encrypting files with length 100,000 bytes

Fig. 18 TripleDES-128 Encryption time
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Fig. 23 influence of the file length and algorithm over the encryption time

The obtained results of encryption of 10K, 100K, 1M and 10M
files using the considered algorithms are given on Table I. The ratio
of the encryption time K=tmax/tmin is shown in the last column, where
tmax – maximum time for encryption, tmin – minimum time for
encryption.
Fig. 20 AES-128 Encryption time

TABLE I. AVERAGE TIME FOR ENCRYPTION [MS]
DES
10K

0,6822

Triple
DES-128
0,7250

Triple
DES-192
0,7161

AES128
0,1110

AES192
0,0890

AES256
0,0838

K

100K

10,3342

10,4190

11,8849

1,7882

2,3289

1,6071

8,6
7,3

1M

117,6419

120,4555

116,2163

26,8307

24,5493

20,7448

5,6

10M

1306,91

1321,50

1396,24

320,34

345,17

317,26

4,4

Note: The least time for encryption is highlighted in red and the
highest – in blue.

Fig. 21 AES-192 Encryption time

B. Used resources
System resources are monitored during the tests of groups of
files with size 10 M. Summarized data achieved by Resource
monitor are given below (Fig. 24 – Fig. 31).

Fig. 22 AES-256 Encryption time

Fig. 24 summarized data for DES achieved by Resource monitor
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Fig. 29 summarized data for AES-256 achieved by Resource monitor

Fig. 30 average server CPU load

Fig. 26 summarized data for TripleDES-192 achieved by Resource monitor

Fig. 31 average client CPU load

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The developed application allows for testing and analyzing
the considered algorithms. The flexible architecture of the
application allows easily add new features that make it even
more attractive to users.
In the paper, we aim to practically compare the working of
the 6 algorithms mentioned above. We do so by comparing the
used resources and time required for encryption of groups of
files with different length.
As a result of the tests, the following conclusions can be
drawn:
• AES-256 is the fastest encryption method, regardless
of the file size. Slightly slower are AES-192 and
AES-128.
• Triple DES has low encryption speed. Encryption of
files is faster using DES than using Triple DES.
• It makes an impression that with increasing the file
size, the speed of AES-256 relatively decreases
comparing to the slowest algorithm (Triple DES).
Table I shows that:
- Encryption of small files (10,000 bytes) is performed
about 9 times faster using AES-256 than using Triple
DES-128;
- Encryption of files of size 100,000 bytes is carried out
about 7 times faster using AES-256 than using Triple
DES-192;

Fig. 27 summarized data for AES-128 achieved by Resource monitor

Fig. 28 summarized data for AES-192 achieved by Resource monitor
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- Encryption of files of size 1,000,000 bytes is
performed about 5 times faster using AES-256 than
using Triple DES-128;
- Encryption of large files (10M) is performed about 4
times faster using AES-256 than using Triple DES192;
- The average CPU load of the server and the client is
significantly lower (5-6 times) when using the AES
algorithm as compared to that when using DES and
TripleDES. Differences in CPU load when using DES
and TripleDES are minor.
The considered problem offers a future scope on work
related to:
- Testing with real time voice encryption;
- Data encryption using all methods in parallel.
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